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Abstract— Hash functions are the most widespread among all cryptographic primitives, and are currently used 

in multiple cryptographic schemes and in security protocols. Cryptographic hash function plays an important role in 

the world of cryptography. They are employed in many applications for digital signatures, message authentication 

data integrity and key derivation. A hash function is a map from variable-length input bit strings to fixed-length 

output bit strings.  Digital Signature is a way for secure and authentic data transmission 

This paper is proposed a method to provide a digital signature (16 byte) from random generator based on 

hash function (SHA1). Security of this signature based on strength of the function that is used to generate a key(160 

bit) because the SHA-1 has been designed to satisfy the different level of enhanced security and to resist the attacks. 

Then the (160 bit) are inputted to random key function to produce a (100) random keys. After that compressed the 

key from 20 byte to 16 byte then using this key as a digital signature to sign the encrypted message. The generated 

key is passing from some randomness test so the time needed to encrypt a message by key (20 byte) is 16.3143Msec 

and (16 byte) is 9.5998Msec. Choosing the SHA-1 based improve random key generator to improve time, security and 

ensure data integrity. 

 

Keywords— Digital signature, Hash Function, Random number generator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Requirements the rapid growth of networks and the Internet in recent times is the 

network security and information, Strong measures must be taken to protect the network 

resources and the integrity of information mutual [1]. 

  Features of hash are collision-resistant, cannot be two passwords with same signature, 

otherwise, the signature scheme could not be considered secure. Hash function isn't 

consisting of hard algorithmic problems, so it is most important to use for the quantum and 

the sources used in the system, the reason in choosing the hash function. And also features 

the use of hash function  in the digital signature is reduce the signature  size and improve 

execution time, for instance, the system will featuring at reduce the code size  and improve 

execution time   [6]. 

Reaped a lot of literatures in the field of transfer of information and confidentiality of 

key here are the most important of these literatures:- 

[M.A.Noaman, 2012],using a hash function (MD5) generated a key of authentication 

schemes, is as authentication code (MAC). the purpose of implementation and used this 
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algorithm is to give them some privacy in the application for implement and computing to 

MD5 for data integrity checking method and to make sure  the correct case for the data in the  

information system[2]. 

[E.Noroozi, S.Daud and A. Sabouhi, 2013], this paper provides a novel technique in  

production of small-sized digital signature by using a hash algorithm, show that reduction 4% 

from  size of the original file in messages that mean 1600 bytes. Improve the verification of 

the signature and improving all the time and speed as a result[3].  

[ محمد.  م , 2013] , describes the algorithm (MD5) also used in digital signature where take 

different length of the  input  and 128-bit  as output, safely the large file is compressed  

before input  in encryption algorithms in public-key cryptosystem (like RSA) by secret 

key[4]. 

[S.Mohammad, A.Anas,2014], security of the Cloud , used RSA and AES algorithms for 

security connection and data by different  keys in encryption and decryption ,and also use a 

SHA1 algorithm to secure the hash table of data[5]. 

SHA-1 which produces message digest of 160bits employed in several used security 

application. It has been identified that security flaws in SHA-1 [6], namely that a possible 

mathematical weakness might exist indicating that a way to support it would be desirable. 

This paper proposed a way to use SHA-1 algorithm in secure manner based on using random 

key generator that generate more than one key to increase the strength of security. 

The purpose of this paper is  ensure security and privacy to the data by using encryption 

and authentication in preventing breaches ; that is mean, authorize, integrity and non 

repudiation based key using random number generator. 

Section(2) introduces the proposed method to achieve the aim of this paper, section(3) 

explains some tests of randomness, section(4) discuss the results of the proposed method, 

section(6) reviews the conclusions. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method is generating schemes of digital signature based on hash function. 

Encryption a password by using hash function (SHA 1), the hash function is active in convert 

the string by variable length to fixed string (160 bits) as length, the result is calling digest. 

The hash algorithm takes any size, type of data and turns it into a fixed-length of data. Hash 

function often used to ease the retrieval of data as you can large amounts of data to a shorter 

string, this is another feature of the signature based on hash schemes. Table (1) shows the 

features of SHA algorithm and the differences on the other hash algorithm. 
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Table (1) the SHA algorithms 

 

 

 

 

 

So choose the hash to improve time, security and ensure data integrity. Figure (1) 

shows the proposed schema. 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1): Overview of the proposed schema 

The output of SHA-1 stage is unique fixed length 160 bit, then used this as input to next 

step that is random number generator to generate 100 random numbers what stored in data 

base called key-base. After that all these numbers are compressed as output of compression 

stage. Then used one of these numbers stored in key-base as a private key which is used as 

signature. The digital signature stage is a decryption process using Advance Encryption 

Standard (AES) algorithm of 128bit-key. So the plaintext decrypts by using AES algorithm 

and the private key is the 16-byte key produced from SHA-1 , then the output of this stage is 

a text signed with a private key such that unauthorized couldn't  read the original text except 

the authorized one because the authorized has the hash function that applied extract  the 

original text. 

As a result of some 128 bit keys that store in the key-base. The key-base is 2D table 

consists of rows and columns, each row is record of key defines by key ID, keyValue. Each 

key in the key-base has single keyID and unique keyValue. keyID is consist from two 

number(0-99) which is embedding it in the text by using least significant bit(LSB) technique. 

The authorize receives the text signed and extracts the keyID from inside the signed text to be 

able to get on the key to verify the signature. The admin can update key-base each period of 

time to ensure the continued security and integrity of the text; both the authorized sender and 

receiver have these key-base, where must inform them of each update.  Figure (2) illustrates 

the proposed method schema and in the following steps explain it: 
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Generator 

method 

Digital Signature 

20 byte key 
16 byte 

key 
Password 

 Variable 

length 
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Sender 

1- Input the password (Variable length). 

2- Applying hash function SHA1, as shown in figure (3) clarifying to SHA1 algorithm. 

The result of SHA1 is unique fixed length (20 bytes).    

3- Generating random numbers (100 numbers each 20 byte) by implementing the 

equivalent random on the output of hash .  

4- Compression the random hash to 16 bytes(100 random numbers which are stored in 

key-base), Output becomes as key to the algorithm AES. Figure (4) explains of AES 

algorithm.  

5- The keys store in the key-base with keyID and keyValue, then do distributed the key-

base to all authorized. 

6- Choosing  key from key-base to be signing the text using algorithm AES. 

(KeyID according the chosen key from key-base)  

7- Embedding the keyID within signed text.  

8- Sent the output to receiver. 

Receiver 

1- The authorized receive the signed text. 

2- Verification the text by extracting the keyID from message. 

3- Check the keyID in the key-base if it is genuine, can access to corresponding 

keyValue from key-base to be able to read text. 

4- Applying AES decryption algorithm of the signed text. 

5- The original Text in the hands of the authorized without any manipulation. 

Clarify the process of information random key generator to AES algorithm as first stage. 

The password (any length, any type(char, space, number, symbols)  and forward to hash 

function (SHA-1) to encode and reduces it to a unique fixed length (20 bytes) as 

hexadecimal, and then  implementation  called random scrambling on it, to increase the 

security of hash with length (20 bytes also), used to prevent unauthorized persons from 

extracting these hash, The hash is different every time, even if the same password entered 

any each time you send an encrypted message a different hash and the same password so 

difficult prophesying and this in the benefits of randomness.  
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Figure (2): The overall steps of the proposed method as a block diagram 

 

 
Figure (3): Diagram of SHA1 function 
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Figure (4): AES algorithm 

 

In this paper, using the encryption AES algorithm and using the key with (16 byte), so 

the second stage is random generator function and compressed process the key, need to 

reduce the reduction of the key to the length (16 bytes).  

In the following Steps of random Key Generator and compressor: - 

1) Inputting Key (20 byte or 160 bit) that produces from SHA-1 algorithm. 

2) Using Random Key Generator to generate 100 random keys. Figure (5)  

    explain this step. 

3) For each random key (20 byte) using LSB technique which is omit the least significant bit 

of each byte to produces a 140 bit as a key.  

4) Omitting bits (12 bit) which are the bit positions as following  

     (8,17,26,35,44,53,62,71,80,105,122,131).   

5) Key (16 byte, 128 bit) that as key using it as key of the AES Algorithm.  
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  Figure (5): the steps of random key generator 

 

Example of random Key Generator and compresses:-   

1)Key produce from SHA-1  as a hexadecimal(20 byte) 

(749220ad81832090abb21bcd89e89a8978b9230c)16 

2)Random Key as a hexadecimal(20 byte):             

(59b54667f9cc14cd2373bb7a2164757bb75439e0)16    

   Key as a binary number (160 bit): 

                01011001 10110101 01000110 01100111 11111001 11001100                     

00010100 11001101 00100011 01110011 10111011 01111010 00100001 

01100100 01110101 01111011 10110111 01010100 00111001 11100000         

3)Compressed Random Key : using LSB technique which is omit the least significant 

bit of each byte (140 bit) 

            01011001 01101001 00011011 00111111 10011001 10000101   01100110 

00100010 11100110 11101011 11010010 00001100 10011101 00111101 

10110110 10101000 11100111 0000     

                Key as a hexadecimal:      (59691b3f99856622e6ebd20c9d3db6a8e70)16  

4)Omitting bits (12 bit) which are the bit positions (8,17,26,35,44,53,62,71,80 

,105,122,131): 

                01011001 01101001 00011011 00111111 10011001 10000101   01100110 

00100010 11100110 11101011 11010010 00001100 10011101 00111101 

10110110 10101000 11100111 0000 

 

The number produced from 

SHA-1 

Seed Value no. 

Detect the number of random 

keys 

Random key 

generator 

Random key 

if    no= number  of    

       random keys 

Go  to compression 

step 
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5)Key (16 byte= 128 bit) 

            01011000 11010010 01101101 11111101 10011000 10101101           10001001 

01110010 11101011 10100100 00011001 00111010 01111011 01101101 

10100010 01110000 

     Key as a hexadecimal (16 byte)=    (58d26dfd98ad8972eba4193a7b6da270)16 

 

Figure (6) reviews the proposed method to generate a random key  that is used as private key 

which is used as signature to sign the text.  

 

Figure (6): The proposed method of creating a private key 

 

 

III. TESTS OF  RANDOMNESS  

The implementation of a way to encrypt a password to random key generator, the same 

of the password more than random key because of the randomness in the hash. Random are 

the most important criteria in the evaluation of the cipher text and measure the strength and 

durability, Random sequence can strengthen the encrypted output and remove the statistical 

weaknesses in the original text to become more secure and stronger in the process of 

transmitters [7]. 

These keys Subject to some tests for randomness such as (Frequency Test, Serial Test, 

Poker Test, and statistical Runs Test) as follows [8]. 

 Frequency Test: - this statistic is to test if the number of 0s and 1s in string of binary 

are almost equal, to become random sequence as predicted. The equation used is  
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                           𝐗𝟏 =
 𝐧𝟎−𝐧𝟏 𝟐

𝐧
  

          n is number of sequence,   n0, n1     is number of 0s, 1s in the sequence. 

 Serial Test: - this statistic is to test if the number of 00, 01, 10, and 11 as sequences 

appear almost equal, to become the random sequence as predicted. The equation used is 

                        𝐗𝟐 = 
𝟒

𝐧−𝟏
    𝐧𝐢𝐣 −

𝟐   𝟏
𝐣=𝟎

𝟏
𝐢=𝟎

𝟐

𝐧
 𝐧𝐢

𝟐𝟏
𝐢=𝟎  +1  

                              =
𝟒

𝐧−𝟏
  (𝑛𝟏+

𝟐 𝑛𝟐+
𝟐 𝑛𝟑+

𝟐 𝑛𝟒
𝟐

)- 
𝟐

𝐧
(𝐧𝟎

𝟐 + 𝐧𝟏
𝟐

) +1 

     n00 = 𝑛1 ,  n01 = 𝑛2 ,  n10 = 𝑛3 ,  n11 = 𝑛4   are number of duplicates of        

00,01,10,11 in  the sequence. 

 Poker Test: - this statistic is to test if the numbers of length p appear almost equal 

numbers of times in the sequence, to become random sequence as predicted. The 

equation used is  

                        𝐗𝟑 = 
𝟐𝐩

𝐊
   𝐧𝐢

𝟐𝟐𝐩

𝐢=𝟏   – k 

                       K =    
n

p
  ≥ 5.2p    

p is positive integer number. 

 Runs Test: - statistic is to test if the numbers of  runs (zeros or ones) of different lengths 

in the sequence,  to become random sequence as predicted. The equation used is  

                  𝐗𝟒 =  
(𝑩𝒊−𝐞𝐢)

𝟐

𝐞𝐢

𝒌
𝒊=𝟏  +  

(𝑮𝒊−𝐞𝐢)
𝟐

𝐞𝐢

𝒌
𝒊=𝟏    

   K (largest integer i),  Bi  (blocks of length i),  ei
= (n − i + 3) 2i+2   

   Gi
(Gaps of length i). 

   

IV. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

 

This paper introduce a proposal of random key generator , Checking random keys on a 

set of random tests in the following example:- 

Key = (58d26dfd98ad8972e3114ef24978c06d)16           

(0101100011010010011011011111110110011000101011011000100101110010 

1110001100010001010011101111001010001001011110001100000001101101)2 

1- Frequency test: 

n = 128, n0=64, n1=64 

     X1 =
 64−64 2

128
  = 0          Then     Pass.  
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2- Serial test: 

n =128 , n00=29
, n01=30

, n10=34
, n11=33

  

    X2 = 
4

n−1
  (n00+

2 n01+
2 n10+

2 n11
2 )- 

2

n
(n0

2 + n1
2) +1 

    = - 3.5    Then   Pass. 

 

3- Poker test: 

 

 

 

 

Here  m =3 and k=42, the blocks 000,001, 010, 100,011, 101, 110, 111, appear  11, 

17, 15, 16, 18, 16, 17, 10 time. 

                     X3 = 
32

42
 (11²+17²+15²+16²+18²+16²+17²+10²) – 42 

 = 
4

32
 (912)-32= 356 

   

4- Runs test: 

 

I ei
= (n − i + 3) 2i+2   

 

1 (128 − 1 + 3) 23  = 16.25 > 
5 

2 (128 − 2 + 3) 24 = 8.0625 > 
5 

3 (128 − 3 + 3) 25 =  4 < 
5 

 

Here k=1. 

         

        

 

 

    = 
(64−8.0625)2

8.0625
 +

(64−8.0625)2

8.0625
          = 776.18 

In the below table (4) shows value of test of the randomness on the set of keys by use these 

statistical tests. 

 

 

 m = 1 128/1 = 128 > 
5.2¹=10 

m = 2 128/2 = 64 > 
5.2²=20 

m = 3 128/3 = 42 > 
5.2³=40 

m =4 128/4 = 32 < 
5.24=80 

I Bi Gi 

1 64 64 
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Table (4): Check of the randomness on the set of keys by use statistical tests 

Id Key X1 X2 X3 X4 

1 (58d26dfd98ad8972e3114ef24978c06d)16     Passed Passed Passed Passed 

2 (2a96ca6569b4d52d7de31074cd6d2f80)16 Passed Passed Unpassed  

 

To increase the confidentiality of the message was sent using a secret key, who knows 

extract the ID from inside encryption message is only able to retrieve the original message. In 

this paper, AES algorithm will encrypt blocks of data with key length of 128 bits. The 

verification process of signature the original message has been recovered, meaning that the 

process is correct because it was obtained on the original message in spite of the encryption 

process and add a signature which was conducted to the message. This proposed method used 

in encryption, which needs to speed. In the below table (5) shows results of the signature run 

times to all tested. 

Table (5): Results of the signature run times to all tested 

Digital Signature Length Time spent on encryption 

(59b54667f9cc14cd2373bb7a2164757bb75439e0)16    20 byte 16.3143  Msec 

(58d26dfd98ad8972e3114ef24978c06d)16 16 byte 10.5998ec 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We managed as much as possible to maintain the security and integrity of data sent by 

increasing the power of the digital signature output of the algorithm hash function (SHA1) 

using the hash random, is known for its hash It's fast, powerful and an increase in the force 

we used random hash, then compression from 20 to 16 bytes and this result as key of the 

encryption algorithm (AES), due to the use of random hash has become difficult to predict 

encryption key in each process of the exchange of data across the network.  Generate more 

than one key then stored in DB with ID, This ID is embedding inside the encrypted messages 

by LSB algorithm and sent to the recipient. 
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